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Abstract

Ensembles of neural networks have shown

to give better predictive performance and

more reliable uncertainty estimates than in-

dividual networks. Additionally, ensembles

allow the uncertainty to be decomposed into

aleatoric (data) and epistemic (model) com-

ponents, giving a more complete picture of

the predictive uncertainty. Ensemble dis-

tillation is the process of compressing an

ensemble into a single model, often result-

ing in a leaner model that still outperforms

the individual ensemble members. Unfortu-

nately, standard distillation erases the natu-

ral uncertainty decomposition of the ensem-

ble. We present a general framework for dis-

tilling both regression and classification en-

sembles in a way that preserves the decom-

position. We demonstrate the desired be-

haviour of our framework and show that its

predictive performance is on par with stan-

dard distillation.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a surge of effort in modelling

and estimating the uncertainty in deep neural networks,

e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]. For applications ranging from au-

tonomous vehicles to medical image-analysis, reliable

uncertainty estimates are vital. To understand the pre-

dictive uncertainty we can decompose it into model, or

epistemic, uncertainty and inherent, aleatoric, noise in

the data. This decomposition provides a more complete

picture of the uncertainty quantification and is beneficial
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the general distribution dis-

tillation. Here, the output data is modelled with y|x ∼
N (z(1), log(1 + ez(2))). The ensemble produces sev-

eral plausible predictive distributions (left). The distilled

model mimics this by learning a distribution over the pa-

rameters [z(1), z(2)] that captures the epistemic uncer-

tainty in the model (right).

in applications such as active learning and reinforcement

learning.

Ensembles of neural networks have shown to im-

prove model performance and to make predictions more

robust [5] as well as to consistently provide good uncer-

tainty estimates. The epistemic uncertainty is naturally

characterised in an ensemble as the spread of the predic-

tions. Indeed, since the members are trained in an iden-

tical manner, disagreement on a given prediction means

that the model is uncertain about that prediction.

Ensemble state-of-the-art performance on out of dis-

tribution (OOD) data, is attributed to the ability to es-

timate epistemic uncertainty [6]. However, ensembles

are expensive to use at test time, both in terms of mem-

ory and computations. It is therefore natural to consider

some form of model compression that preserves the rich

uncertainty description of the ensemble.

Ensemble distillation is a compression procedure



where a distilled network learns to approximate the pre-

dictions of an ensemble. The final model is often more

robust and performs better than a single network trained

on the same data [7]. The drawback of standard ensem-

ble distillation (as done, e.g., by [7]) is that it only con-

siders the mean prediction of the ensemble and thereby

the uncertainty decomposition is lost.

To also capture the spread of the ensemble, we pro-

pose to learn a distribution over the ensemble predic-

tions. Instead of mimicking the task of the ensemble,

the training objective of the distilled network will be to

predict the parameters of this distribution. See fig. 1 for

a schematic illustration.

Recently, a special case of this approach was pro-

posed for classification problems, using a Dirichlet dis-

tribution to model ensemble predictions [1]. Here we

present a general framework for ensemble distribution

distillation of both classification and regression models,

as well as other predictive models. Our framework is

more generally applicable than previous works and al-

lows for greater flexibility in the description of the en-

semble.

2 Background

Probabilistic predictive models Given a set of pairs of

inputs and targets D = {(xi, yi)}
N
i=1, a probabilistic pre-

dictive model approximates the true conditional proba-

bility distribution p(y|x,D), with q(y; fθ(x)), where q
belongs to some family of distributions parameterised by

fθ. In this paper, z = fθ(x) is the output of a neural

network that maps x to a parameter vector z for q(y; z).
The network parameters θ are optimised in order

to maximise the likelihood of data with respect to

q(y; fθ(x)). In practice we minimise the negative log-

arithm of the likelihood (NLL),

L(θ) = −Ep(x,y) [log q(y; z = fθ(x))] . (1)

Uncertainty quantification The uncertainty in a

model’s prediction can be characterised using the es-

timated conditional probability q(y; fθ(x)) ≈ p(y|x).
However, when reasoning about the uncertainty it is use-

ful to distinguish between epistemic uncertainty in the

model parameters θ and aleatoric noise in the data [2].

For a fixed value of θ, the model q(y; fθ(x)) will only

capture aleatoric uncertainty. Conceptually, we can ad-

dress this limitation with a Bayesian approach, learning a

posterior distribution over the model parameters p(θ|D)
and expressing the predictive distribution for a data point

x∗ as

p(y∗|x∗,D) =

∫

p(y∗|x∗, θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

aleatoric

p(θ|D)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

epistemic

dθ. (2)

More specifically, we can use this approach to define
the different types of uncertainty:

Total: Utot = I [p(y|x,D)] , (3a)

Aleatoric: Uale = Ep(θ|D)(I [p(y|x, θ)]) , (3b)

Epistemic: Uepi = Utot − Uale, (3c)

where I is some uncertainty measure, such as variance,

entropy or differential entropy.

Ensembles Computing the posterior distribution over

model parameters p(θ|D) is intractable in most cases

when fθ is given by a deep neural network. Although

many approximate Bayesian methods have been pro-

posed, e.g. [8, 9], a simple alternative is to use an en-

semble of networks. This has been found to have very

competitive empirical performance [6, 5].

Training an ensemble with M members means that

we train M networks independently, resulting in M iden-

tically distributed models {fθj}
M
j=1. To ensure diversity

in the ensemble, random initialisation of the same net-

work architecture and randomly sampled mini-batches

are commonly considered enough.

In addition to increased performance, ensembles also

provide a natural estimate of the epistemic uncertainty.

Specifically, we can use the spread of the ensemble,
1
M

∑M
j=1 δθj (θ) as a plug-in replacement of the Bayesian

posterior p(θ | D) in (3) to compute the different types of

uncertainties (previously explored, e.g., by [2, 5, 10, 1]).

Ensemble distillation Because of their memory usage

and computational cost at test time, ensembles are good

targets for model distillation [11, 7]. In ensemble distilla-

tion, a single, distilled, model gϕ(x) is trained to mimic

the predictions made by the ensemble, after which the

ensemble itself can be discarded.

Ensemble distillation is most prevalent in classifica-

tion, where the ensemble members {fθj}
M
j=1 each pre-

dict a probability vector over classes, pj = fθj . The dis-

tilled model gϕ is also trained as a classifier using cross-

entropy loss, but with the “soft targets” p = 1
M

∑

j pj ,

rather than the hard targets y. Distillation of regression

models has received comparatively little attention.

3 Distribution distillation

In this section we first discuss an interpretation of

“vanilla” distillation as a KL minimisation problem. We

then propose a general framework for distilling the dis-

tribution over the ensemble in a way that preserves the

possibility of uncertainty decomposition.

Distillation as KL minimisation The above approach

for distilling ensembles of classification models using

cross-entropy loss is equivalent to interpreting the en-

semble as a mixture of categorical distributions y ∼



Cat(p) and to minimise the KL-divergence between the

distilled model and the mixture,

KL [Cat(y; p)‖Cat(y; gϕ(x))] = p log(gϕ) + C, (4)

where p is the soft target from the ensemble.

Similarly, if we let both ensemble members and

the distilled model parameterise some distribution over

y|x for a regression task, we can minimise the KL-

divergence between the mixture of the predictive dis-

tributions described by the ensemble and the distilled

model. For instance, if both the ensemble members and

the distilled model are assumed to be Gaussian, we get

KL




1

M

M∑

j=1

N (y; zj = fθj(x))‖N (y; gϕ(x))



 , (5)

with gϕ(x) = [µϕ(x), σ
2
ϕ(x)]. For a detailed derivation,

see the supplementary material. Recent works have also

used the KL-divergence interpretation, [12] for classifi-

cation and [13] for both classification and regression. We

call this approach mixture distillation.

A general framework for distribution distillation The

mixture distillation method captures the total uncertainty

of the model but not the epistemic. To address this limi-

tation we propose a new framework for distillation where

the distilled network predicts a distribution over the pa-

rameters {zj = fθj (x)}
M
j=1 produced by the ensemble.

That is, the distilled network predicts parameters for a

higher-order distribution v instead of the parameters for a

distribution over the output as in mixture distillation. The

distilled network, like the ensemble members, is trained

by minimising a NLL, but where we use the output of the

ensemble {zj = fθj (x)}
M
j=1 as the target:

LDD(ϕ) = −Ep(x)




1

M

M∑

j=1

log v(zj; gϕ(x))



 . (6)

Note that the expectation is taken w.r.t. the marginal

distribution over the inputs and that we use the ensemble

output in place of a ground truth. Hence, the distillation

process does not require annotated data.

A key property of the proposed framework is that it

is generic and applies to more than one problem class,

including both classification and regression. The gener-

ality of our framework is related to the fact that there is

freedom in choosing the parameterisation of the predic-

tive distribution q(y; z). How z is interpreted can dif-

fer both between and within problem classes. For exam-

ple, in a classification setting, z could represent either a

soft-max-transformed probability vector or the untrans-

formed vector in logit space. This is in contrast with the

work by [1], that only considers distribution distillation

for classification, for one choice of parameterisation.

Predictions and uncertainty quantification The advan-

tage of our proposed distillation framework is that it pro-

duces a network which not only models the ensemble

predictions but also its epistemic uncertainty, encoded in

the distribution v(z; gϕ(x)). The distilled network can be

used to make predictions through the marginal predictive

distribution,

q̃(y; gϕ(x)) =

∫

q(y; z)v(z; gϕ(x))dz. (7)

Similarly to (3), it can also be used for computing the

total and aleatoric uncertainties,

Total: Utot = I [q̃(y; gϕ(x))] , (8a)

Aleatoric: Uale = Ev(z;gϕ(x))(I [q(y; z)]) . (8b)

If the involved expectations are intractable we can ap-

proximate them by sampling. Let zt ∼ v(z; gϕ(x)),
t = 1, . . . , T be independent draws from the distilled

distribution. Then

Utot ≈ I

[

1

T

T∑

t=1

q(y; zt)

]

, Uale ≈
1

T

T∑

t=1

I [q(y; zt)] .

The epistemic uncertainty is given by (3c).

4 Experiments

We evaluate our proposed framework in both regression

and classification settings.1 Note that the purpose of the

distillation is to compress the ensemble for efficiency.

We expect that this compression comes at the price of

a performance drop. Hence, the purpose of the illustra-

tion is not to show that a distilled model outperforms an

ensemble, but rather that it has comparable performance

at a fraction of the cost in memory and computation.

4.1 Regression

Regression is an under-explored topic in distillation.

Here, we demonstrate how our framework can be used

in that setting. First, we present regression distillation

on a toy problem and then illustrate its performance on

some real-world datasets.

Regression toy example The example data set is the

same as used by [14] and is a sinusoidal curve with het-

eroscedastic noise

y(x) = sin(x) + ε(x), ε ∼ N

(

0,
0.15

1 + e−x

)

. (9)

An ensemble with M = 10 members, each member with

a single hidden layer, predicts M normal distributions

1Code available at github.com/jackonelli/ensemble distr distillation
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Figure 2: Top: Mean pre-

diction and uncertainty es-

timation on toy data in

(9). (a) Ensemble, trained

on data on the interval

[−3, 3]. (b) Our frame-

work. (c) Mixture distil-

lation. Distilled networks

are trained only on ensem-

ble predictions on x sam-

pled uniformly on [−5, 5].
Our framework preserves

the uncertainty decomposi-

tion, whereas the mixture

distillation only estimates

the total uncertainty. Bot-

tom: Sparsification plots

of the toy data set for the

respective models.

on the form N (y; z(1), log(1 + ez(2))). The ensemble is

trained on N = 1000 pairs {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 with xi sam-

pled uniformly on [−3, 3]. To illustrate behaviour on

OOD data, we evaluate the ensemble on data sampled

uniformly on the larger interval [−5, 5]. For further de-

tails on the training, see the supplementary material.

The aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty is calculated

according to (3b) and (3c), respectively, using variance as

a measure of uncertainty. The average mean prediction

and decomposed uncertainty are shown in fig. 2(a).

The ensemble is distilled to a single network, pa-

rameterising a diagonal normal distribution over z =
[z(1), z(2)]. This network has 2 hidden layers with 10

neurons each. Training is done on the ensemble predic-

tions on inputs drawn from U [−5, 5]. We emphasize that

the distillation training is unsupervised and does not re-

quire ground truth values y. In addition, we note that the

distribution parameterised by the distilled network dif-

fers from that of the ensemble members, since it is a dis-

tribution over parameters and not over the output of the

network. The distilled network is evaluated in the same

way as the ensemble and the result is shown in fig. 2(b).

The results indicate that our framework successfully dis-

tills the ensemble while retaining its rich uncertainty de-

scription.

For comparison, we also train a network with mix-

ture distillation. We use the same architecture as for the

distribution distillation, but optimise the KL-divergence

in (5). In fig. 2(c) the distilled mean and total uncertainty

are shown, but the uncertainty decomposition is no

longer available. Sparsification error (SE) measure the

error decay when the most uncertain data are removed

[15] (see the supplementary material). SE plots in fig. 2

confirm that both distilled networks are able to capture

the total uncertainty.

UCI data We use the UCI data [16] and perform an

experiment with the setup described in [17]. We distill

an ensemble of M = 10 networks. Individual ensem-

ble members have a single hidden layer with 50 neurons.

The distilled model has a single hidden layer of 75 neu-

rons, trained only on ensemble predictions.

We measure root mean squared error (RMSE), NLL

and area under sparsification error plot (AUSE) for both

models and the results are compared in table 1. Each

data set is split into 5 train-test folds for which both mod-

els are re-trained and tested. The ensemble consistently

outperforms the distilled model, which is expected since

the objective for the distillation is to mimic the ensem-

ble. Still, the distilled model is performing well in all

metrics, with confidence intervals computed over inde-

pendent replications largely overlapping those of the en-

semble.

4.2 Classification

The presented framework is evaluated for classification

on the CIFAR-10 dataset [18]. We include our model in

the benchmark in [6] to measure accuracy and expected

calibration error (ECE) [3] on OOD data.

The distilled model predicts a diagonal normal distri-

bution v(z; gϕ(x)) = N (z;µϕ(x),Σϕ(x)) over ensem-

ble logits z = [z(1), . . . , z(K − 1)], using class K as a

reference class. We base the model on a ResNet archi-



Datasets RMSE NLL AUSE

Ensemble Distilled Ensemble Distilled Ensemble Distilled

concrete 8.08± 2.38 8.64± 1.82 3.47± 0.23 3.80± 0.14 0.36± 0.12 0.34± 0.08
wine 0.65± 0.02 0.65± 0.02 0.99± 0.01 1.05± 0.02 0.50± 0.02 0.58± 0.04
yacht 2.86± 0.26 3.42± 0.32 3.41± 0.11 4.30± 0.14 0.28± 0.02 0.34± 0.11
kin8nm 0.11± 0.02 0.12± 0.02 −0.72± 0.31 −0.27± 0.43 0.30± 0.04 0.37± 0.07
power plant 4.31± 0.20 4.33± 0.23 3.10± 0.19 3.67± 0.41 0.57± 0.06 0.64± 0.10

Table 1: Results on regression benchmark datasets comparing RMSE, NLL and AUSE for the ensemble and our distil-

lation. Lower is better for all three metrics.

tecture [19] with 20 layers2 and train it using ensembles

of size M = 10 from [6]. The OOD data used in the ex-

periments comes from applying 16 corruptions, such as

Gaussian noise and changes to the contrast, with five lev-

els of severity to CIFAR-10 test images [20]. The full set

of corruptions are listed in the supplementary material.

In addition to comparing the performance of our

model to that of the models constructed in [6], we train

and include in the results one distribution distilled model

parameterising a Dirichlet distribution according to [1]

using a temperature annealing schedule for the soft-max

function. We also include one mixture distilled model

obtained with the KL-divergence objective in (4). Train-

ing details can be found in the supplementary material.

The accuracy and ECE obtained with each model over

the corrupted datasets and over five repeats are displayed

in fig. 3. The ECE is a measure of misalignment between

confidence and predictive accuracy, and is used to assess

the validity of a model’s uncertainty estimates (see the

supplementary material).

In terms of ECE, our distribution distilled model per-

forms comparable to the ensemble and is one of the best

performing models on the corrupted data. Among the

best-performing models, we also find the dropout model

that bases it predictions on sampling by applying dropout

during test time. In contrast to this model, our model re-

quires only one forward pass through the network at test

time.

The distribution distilled model has a slightly lower

accuracy than the ensemble and the mixture distilled

model, at least on in-distribution data. This indicates

a trade-off between cost, in terms of computation and

memory as well as a trade-off between the two objec-

tives of estimating epistemic uncertainty and predicting

the mean. However, our model is more cost-efficient than

the ensemble and the ability to preserve the uncertainty

decomposition of the ensemble proves valuable on OOD

data. The same conclusion can be drawn from the per-

2Based on code from https://github.com/kuangliu/pytorch-

cifar/blob/master/models/resnet.py

formance of the Dirichlet distilled model.

5 Discussion and conclusion

We highlight possible extensions to the presented frame-

work and summarise the contributions of this paper.

Possible extensions The NLL in equation (6) allows for

learning the two tasks of making predictions and repre-

senting uncertainty, but it lacks a way of adjusting the

trade-off between the tasks. In addition, it does not of-

fer any possibility of including the annotated data that do

exist. It would be of relevance to investigate how model

performance could benefit from changes to the loss func-

tion.

For classification we have parameterised z in q(y; z)
as logits. Using the standard parameterisation of q in

terms of the probability vector instead, the distillation

process can have difficulties in distinguishing small (but

potentially important) differences in the class probabil-

ities. The flexibility of alleviating this problem by per-

forming the distillation directly in logit space as opposed

to specifying a temperature annealing schedule as in [1]

is of interest for further study.

Conclusions We have proposed a general framework for

ensemble compression that maintains the rich descrip-

tion of predictive uncertainty, a key advantage of ensem-

bles. Specifically, the compressed model estimates both

epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty. Contrary to previ-

ous work, our framework applies to both regression and

classification. We have demonstrated that this framework

can result in compressed models with performance that

is highly competitive with the state-of-the-art. Further-

more, compared to using a full ensemble, or other meth-

ods that are able to capture epistemic uncertainty (e.g.

MC dropout or VI), our distilled model is simple and ef-

ficient to use at test time and has favorable storage cost.
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Figure 3: Model accuracy and ECE across CIFAR-10 test data and OOD data consisting of CIFAR-10 data distorted
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6 Appendix

6.1 Mixture distillation

An ensemble can be distilled in such a way that only the

estimation of total uncertainty is preserved.

An equally weighted mixture model p is constructed

from the ensemble output parameters and the distilled

model q is optimised to produce the parameters of a sin-

gle distribution, similar to the mixture.

The similarity is measured with the KL-divergence.

With the expectation in the divergence taken w.r.t. the

mixture model then only one term depends on the pa-

rameters of q:

KL (p‖qϕ) =

= Ep log p− log qϕ

= −Ep log qϕ + C (10)

6.1.1 Categorical

For an ensemble with members proposing categorical

distributions, the distilled model predicts a categorical

distribution qϕ(y; pϕ) = pϕ that minimises the KL-

divergence between it and the categorical mixture. The

categorical mixture is represented by the average proba-

bility vector, the so called soft-target p
(
y; {pj}Mj=1

)
=

1
M

∑M
j=1 pj = p. Then the KL-divergence becomes

L(ϕ) = KL (p‖qϕ)

= −
K∑

k=1

pk log pϕ,k + C (11)

= H(p, pϕ) + C,

where H is the cross-entropy.

6.1.2 Gaussian

For an ensemble with members proposing gaussian dis-

tributions, the distilled model also predicts a gaus-

sian distribution qϕ(y;µϕ, σ
2
ϕ) that minimises the

KL-divergence between it and the gaussian mixture

p
(
y; {µj, σ

2
j }

M
j=1

)
= 1

M

∑M
j=1 N (y;µj , σ

2
j ):

L(ϕ) = KL (p‖qϕ)

= −

∫
p(y) log qϕ(y)dy + C (12)

= −
1

M

∫ M∑
j=1

N (y;µj , σ
2

j ) logNϕ(y;µϕ, σ2

ϕ)dy + C1

= −
1

M

M∑
j=1

∫
N (y;µj , σ

2

j ) logNϕ(y;µϕ, σ2

ϕ)dy + C1 (13)

The logarithm of the distilled distribution yields the

following terms:

logNϕ(y;µϕ, σ
2
ϕ)

=
(y − µϕ)

2

σ2
ϕ

−
1

2
log(σ2

ϕ)−
1

2
log(2π)

=
(y − µϕ)

2

σ2
ϕ

−
1

2
log(σ2

ϕ) + C2, (14)



where only the first term depends on y. The denomi-
nator in the first term can in turn be expanded to:

(y − µϕ)
2 = (y − µj + µj − µϕ)

2

= (y − µj)
2 + (µj − µϕ)

2 + 2(y − µj)(µj − µϕ) (15)

With y a stochastic variable distributed according to

N (y;µj , σ
2
j ), the expectation of these terms are

EN (y;µj ,σ2

j
)(y − µϕ)

2 = σ2
j + (µj − µϕ)

2 (16)

In total the expectation of all the terms is

L(ϕ) =
1

M

M∑

j=1

[

σ2
j + (µj − µϕ)

2

σ2
ϕ

]

+
1

2
log(σ2

ϕ) + C3. (17)

Again, the quadratic term can be expanded, with µ̄ =
1
M

∑M
j=1 µj :

(µm − µϕ)
2 = (µm + µ̄− µ̄− µϕ)

2

= (µm − µ̄)2 + (µ̄− µϕ)
2 + 2(µj − µ̄)(µ̄− µϕ),

(18)

where the middle term is not dependent on j and the last

one sums to 0.

Finally:

L(ϕ) =
1

σ2
ϕM

M∑

j=1

[
σ2
j + (µj − µ̄)2

]
+ (µ̄− µϕ)

2

+
1

2
log(σ2

ϕ) + C3. (19)

7 Training details

7.1 Regression training details

In the last layer of the models, the output that predicts

the variance parameter is transformed to the positive real

axis with

σ2 = log(1 + exp(z)) + c. (20)

For the UCI data in section 4.1, the training was sen-

sitive to initialisation and occasionally diverged.

7.1.1 Toy example

Each ensemble member is trained for a 150 epochs with

batch size 32. We use the Adam optimization algorithm

([21]) with learning rate λ = 0.001. The distilled model

has two hidden layers with 10 neurons in each. We train

it for 30 epochs with the same optimizer as for the en-

semble

7.1.2 UCI data

For the ensemble training we use the same setup as in

[5]. We use the Adam optimization algorithm ([21]) with

learning rate λ = 0.001. The distilled model has a single

hidden layer with 75 neurons. We train it for 30 epochs

with the same optimizer as for the ensemble.

7.2 Classification training details

The CIFAR-10 image data is scaled to the range [0.0, 1.0]

prior to training. Out of the 50,000 training images in the

training set, 40,000 are randomly sampled and used for

training while the remaining 10,000 images are used for

validation. For training, augmentation is used in the form

of random flips (horizontal) and random crops.

The distilled model is trained for 100 epochs using

the Adam optimization algorithm [21]. The learning rate

is set as λ = λ0 · k−c, where λ0 = 0.001 is the initial

learning rate, k is the step and with c = 0.8. A step is

taken every 20th epoch.

For numerical stability during training, we make the

network output K − 1 extra positive constants (with

K = 10), c, and parametrise the diagonal elements of

the covariance matrix according to (20). During the test

phase, we let σ2 = z + c if z > 10 to avoid numerical

issues.

A similar training regime as above is used for the

mixture distilled and the Dirichlet distilled models but

with the soft-max transformed ensemble probability vec-

tors as targets. For the mixture distilled model, we use

cross-entropy loss with the mean of the probability vec-

tors as the target and with a soft-max temperature of

T = 2.5 during training.

For the Dirichlet distilled model we use the training

objective in (6) with zj ensemble probability vectors and

with v(zj ; gϕ(x)) = Dir(zj ;α) where α is parameterised

according to α = exp(z/T ). Following [1], we use

a temperature annealing schedule starting at a soft-max

temperature of T = 10. The temperature is held constant

for the first 50 epochs and is thereafter decreased by a

factor τ = 0.95 every epoch until T = 1. In addition

to the temperature annealing schedule, we apply central

smoothing to the ensemble member output as done in [1]

zj = (1 − γ)zj +
γ

K
(21)

with γ = 10−4.

7.2.1 OOD data

The corrupted CIFAR-10 data [20] used for the CIFAR-

10 out-of distribution experiments includes the following

16 corruptions



• Brightness

• Contrast

• Defocus blur

• Elastic transform (stretch/contract regions of im-

age)

• Fog

• Frost

• Gaussian blur

• Gaussian noise

• Glass blur

• Impulse noise (”salt-and-pepper” noise, colour

analogue)

• Pixelate

• Saturate

• Shot noise (Poisson noise)

• Spatter

• Speckle noise

• Zoom blur

The corruptions are applied to the CIFAR-10 test data

set of 10,000 data points on a severity scale ranging from

1 to 5.

7.3 Metrics

7.3.1 Sparsification plots and AUSE

Sparsification plots [22, 15] visualise the quality of the

total uncertainty estimated by a regression model that es-

timates both a regression estimate ŷ(x) and a total uncer-

tainty I[p(y|x)].

The regression estimates are ordered from most to

least estimated uncertainty, where uncertain estimates

are expected to have a larger error. The average error

is calculated for a sequence of subsets, where each new

subset removes a larger fraction of the most uncertain es-

timates. Ideally, larger uncertainties should correspond

to larger errors (on average) and removing points with

the most uncertain predictions should therefore reduce

the average error.

To get a comparable score, errors are normalised to

one and measured relative to an oracle, which orders the

estimates by the actual error. The difference between the

oracle and model sparsification is called sparsification er-

ror (SE). The area under the SE (AUSE), is a single value

measuring the quality of the uncertainty estimates [23].

7.3.2 Expected Calibration Error

ECE evaluates how well the average confidences of the

predictive model matches the corresponding accuracy,

reflecting how well-calibrated the model is [3]. Given a

model q̃, the ECE is calculated over buckets Bs = {i ∈
[1, N ] : q̃(ŷi|xi) ∈ (ρs, ρs+1]} of the set of observations

{xi}Ni=1 as

ECE =

S∑

s=1

|Bs|

N
|acc(Bs)− conf(Bs)|, (22)

with,

acc(Bs) =
1

|Bs|

∑

i∈Bs

1(yi = ŷi),

conf(Bs) =
1

|Bs|

∑

i∈Bs

q̃(ŷi|xi),

where ŷi = argmaxy q̃(y|xi) are model predictions and

1(·) is an identity function. We let ρ = {ρs}Ss=1 be quar-

tiles plus minimum and maximum (0 and 1).


